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A L ife in 3 Parts
is a collection of images and thoughts  

presented as original insight through the  

use of intellectual and visual creativity.

This work is dedicated to the  

true friends and family* who have helped shape  

my thoughts, feelings, and imagination.

*Friends and family

include plant and animal life

who have significantly impacted

everyday life - every day.



Part 1
Taking Off



The Take-Off
Today I am taking off.

Yesterday I stood still.

Tomorrow – well I’ll wave my wand

and just see what happens.



Moving On
I am contemplating 

a whole new way of life.

Twirling around and around in my thoughts,

I keep reaching for the golden seed

that will light up everything

and let me get a good night’s sleep.



Morning Stillness
The morning stillness

brings with it

plans for the future

holding all in its immense solitude

With winter weather

Undercover

I think of the Birds

Where they go…I don’t know



How I go
Whichever way I go

I always get there.

Now tell me – 

how many hours of meditation

led me to this

big, fat discovery?



Come Closer
Come closer so I can see your truth.

Time won’t change it too much, or it might.

Every way we can-we look to disguise what is all about us;

and that is a very busy, tiring activity to be involved in.

Hiding Egret



When God is not your guide
When God is not your guide

you’re rudderless.

Tossing hither and yon

You try to make your way

alone on your own.

You wait patiently for guidance

and pray, no beg,

for anyone to help.

Until you realize that 

the only assistance 

is soul and it’s been there

from the beginning.

When God is not your guide



When Love
When love is all there is...

You have your work cut out for you.

Parts of Yourself
I meet myself most often

along a road I did not intend to take.

When you least expect it,

a part of yourself that

you thought had disappeared,

shows up.

Not only that, but it’s dressed for a party!

When Love



Across the Pond
Across the pond

everything looks different.

Shapes come alive.

Time stands still and races ahead at the same time.

Whatever I was thinking about

decides to travel elsewhere

and I’m left like a lone Jacaranda in bloom

waiting for someone to stop and notice my beautiful color.



Death Pursued Me
Death pursued me trying to be my friend.

It crept around corners – peeking at me.

Sometimes it talked to me, and said strange things.

“Go away,” I’d say, “Stay away from me.”

It kept coming; slowly, stealthily.

“I’m not having any of this,” I screamed,

and it was scared off.

Never to return was not an option;

so I stay alert most times now.



Which Way?
Which way we say.

“I don’t know,”

growls the old woman back at us.

Why is she always so vexed?

Could it be she wants me

to stay confused?

Maybe I’ll ask my other self.

The one with all the answers.

Now, where did she go again?

Everyone’s Way
Doing it everyone’s way,

is no way at all.

There is a path for us–

but you know

we have to step out first.



Blooming
God blooms in the trees and flowers 

to remind us that we are alive.



Flying
Who knew fish could fly?

They do you know.

It gives me hope for the many dreams I have.

I saw the butterscotch birds on my bike ride 

and the dotted bird spoke to me by the berry tree;

“The Love I am looking for – is looking for me!”



Red World
There’s a red world out there.

We don’t know it,

but it shows itself

regularly.



Part 2
Getting There



Seeing The Truth
The Truth about The Truth is that

once you see it, you cannot not see it.

A Way
“There must be a way we say.”

“Make it clear we endear.”

If it bit us—we wouldn’t know it.



The moonlight peeks out at me.

It shines through to the middle–

to the place where

there is choice.

If only I could know 

which way to go.



Wanderings
Today I might know

which way to go–

once I figure out

where my life begins.

Wandering along without a 

hope of seeking a way through the confusion;

each step is an abyss of unending dizziness

that keeps me prisoner-

locked in my own mind.

Walking
Walking and wandering

Is an art left alone

For too long.

How is it that I forgot

What is my special talent?



Sitting Still in the Park
I sit in the park

under tree shade.

I sit and sit and sit.

The tree sits too;

its branches spread wide and they wiggle in the wind.

My sitting merely reminds me of all the things I am not doing.

Sounds break in-people, things, street noise

I get uneasy trying to reign in my senses so

I can remain silent and still.

The Tree continues to sit letting no one know what it knows,

and nothing bothers it.



Play Along
Play along with me

and let’s see if we end up together.

It can’t be all that hard

If one of us is sure.

Unless ‘sure’ takes a turn for the worst;

and we’re left spinning like a top

without its bottom!



Haiku with century plant:
White Sprig Climbing

Centuries of Waiting

I am here now.



My Path
There is my path and Spirit’s path;

convergence is not guaranteed.

I constantly elevate my path.

I bow to it and pressure myself to pursue it;

while the Spirit path lies fallow.

How can this be?



Loneliness
Loneliness is like a shadow

that gets larger as you age.

It lurks and leans into you,

even as you try to shrink from its commanding presence.

To say it is upsetting is the least of its influence.

Without casting a doubt, it assures you that time and

all that goes with it is finite.



Moving Right Along
We move along

in varied ways and means.

We push our agendas-

while all around us

nature simply sits.

Natural life follows the way of the clouds-

floating along assured of its plan,

just floating right along.

A Life of Nature moves along pretending it’s not in charge,

allowing us to convince ourselves

that we are leading our own way!



Doing
Doing is overrated.

It’s like continually

hammering a nail when

it has already found its place.

I know - because I am

vested in feeling worthwhile.

With my busy Being,

always in motion,

like a dog sniffing a tree

for a place to pee!





The Landscape
The landscape becomes a treescape, 

greeting me every morning.

I sit and stare at the leaves and branches all spread out 

like a blanket hovering over the life below.

I am that life below. I offer myself as fertile ground, 

hoping against hope to grow straight and tall and be able 

to reach out everywhere.



Time as a friend
Time is no one’s friend.

It’s friendless.

Try to bond and

you’re its prisoner-

in a cell that

wraps you up in a 

blanket of illusion…

Pity.

My Selves
Keeping a low profile,

I wander between my selves,

Searching for the one

Whose shadow does not block the sun!



Thinking real hard
If I think real hard on something;

I take the scientific outlook–

that it will amazingly 

right itself, ha!



Wanting it so bad
If we think about it every day–

even once a day is too much.

When we want something so bad–

we’re willing to forfeit our soul–

that’s when-poof-

it all walks away.

And we remain by our self

wondering what happened

and wishing with all our might

for the reward we were promised.

Homeless
The homeless man sits and seeks.

I sit too, but I have a choice.

We eye each other

from our lofty pedestals of life.

His lofty perhaps; mine still stressed out and stuffed.



We who see the world

the same–

as a place of confidence,

need to be together.

Out there exists 

myriad pockets of unrelated news;

bubbled up and distributed

that boggles the mind.

A mind boggled believes

whatever the wind blows by

and circles the self

like a barb-wire fence.

Heron Twice
Seeing the Same

Heron Twice
Double image

Reflection on a smooth lake



God’s Mind
God must have had fun painting cats

They show up in all crazy ways-

Spotted, striped, one eye one color

Face parted with a broad stroke of white

Body swished in mish-mashed colors

Yep, God had fun.

When sin appears so appealing...is God annoyed?

Dewey – Looking 
for Mr. Goodbar.



Part 3
Arriving



A Simple L ife
It’s a simple life-but a good one.

It sits up and curls around itself,

too shy to take notice.

One day there it will be-

 out and about

looking like me.





The Sweet Side of L ife
When the sweet side shows up,

it’s truly something wonderful.

All the secrets you 

came with as a baby

mix in like the missing ingredients

in Grandma’s favorite recipe-

and everyday life

takes a turn 

for the better!



Her name is A-More:
More Life, More Love, More Happiness

(written after hypnosis)

The faery watches from on-high-a silent, high-level guide-

A sweet, silent guider in soft neutral, subtle colors-

Gliding from place to place, keeping a watchful eye.

Fluttering close when need be–

the wind brings her message carefully and softly!

The movement is the thing that speaks volumes-

she looks down from the right - she’s ethereal.



Her aura is familiar - she breathes freshness 

- she rules the emotions.

She is the sweetest one, that all-knowing Spirit of Life.

She is a real soul, a highly evolved soul in faerie form,

that connects with all life and breathes truth into all situations.

She is the one to turn to in life’s conditions,

when you need a soft place to land and

Information to use to help yourself and others.

She can always be counted on.

She is ever watchful…without being forceful.



Morning L ight
Watching the morning light rise,

the world comes gently into view.

Picture a new mom-

slowly rocking her babe,

softly bringing life alive-

smiling, a slight coo on her lips.

Another day appears as

they arise together,

ready to notice all the ways

the world stops to greet us.



The Message
“I’m here and I want to help.”

I don’t even know who’s speaking these words

Deep inside, where life happens,

there’s a stirring.

I keep thinking

I’ll wake up 

one of these days

and there-

in front of me

will be a big sign saying,

“Congratulations you’ve finally arrived!”



The Bird Path
Walking alone

I visit the concrete sidewalk

I see its marks, cracks, and graffiti.

I’m engrossed in wherever

I am being led.

Sauntering along purposeless

up pops a fat, friendly robin.

We gaze at each other.

then I continue following

on the sidewalk path

my robin friend 

leading along–

hopping ahead of me 

as if to say,

“Follow me, see I hop along with no purpose in mind

enjoying the fine summer day.”



Knowing
I know what I know.

At least I think I do.

Today and tomorrow

pass like two trains in the night;

gliding by each other-

a part of each other,

but each part going in different directions.

They meet-but never glue together.

They pass- but never comment;

leaving each part to pursue 

its everlasting path.



Oh Great Grandmother

teach us to be

protectors of the

land and sea.

Prayer of the
Grandmother Bear

Prayer of the
Grandmother Bear



We are the Bearers of the Truth

we are the Sharer’s

of the great beauty.

Our Spirit guides

honor our earth family,

all the flowers, trees,

bees, and peoples–

especially the little ones;

for they are our future and

they need us the most.



Earth’s Creed
We are not at peace with nature

and she is fighting back.

She will win!

We must regain our relationship,

make amends, honor, respect-

without this we face

unsettling news:

fire, eruption, fissures, whirlwinds.

There is no cave big enough

or deep enough to hold us.

It is time to accept our state

and commence to changing it.

Either we change or

we be changed,

and the second option is

surely an ugly one.





We End 
We end

where we begin-

hopefully 

among friends and nature.

Then we’ve really arrived!
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